Coming together is a begining, staying to gether is a progress, working together is a success.

Campus As Community - Talking Across Cultural Divides -

Why We Need the Activity Fee
by Sherry Ha, ASA V. P., Stan Liang, alumnus, CASB Treasurer, Wendy Liem, ASA President, and Ja Young, alumna, EducAsian
American students go home for Thanksgiving -- a
feast shared with family. The campus is deserted
except for international students. Chinese
American students go home for Thanksgiving and
Lunar New Year. For immigrants and first generation, Thanksgiving is 'becoming American.' But
heritage is still important. Lunar New Year is
China's Thanksgiving times 10 - a multi-course
feast with relatives that makes turkey and stuffing
look like snack.
Chinese international students have to create a
home away from home. Unable to be with their
families, they come together as a community replacing extended family with fellow travelers.
Not everyone on campus understands that and cultural divides are creating conflicts that may not
only destroy GSO but effect undergrads too. Here
are some examples.
Americans hear "New Year" and Times Square
comes to mind, Afterthe vote to remove the icultural cap on GSO clubs failed, one Senator asked
why CSSA didn't have its Lunar New Year festival
in The Spot. That showed 2 things. First, that the
Chinese students had not explained their case well,
and second, how clueless some Americans are. A
bar is not appropriate for an event that includes
graduate student's children.
But cultural ignorance is a two way street. Many
Chinese international students are clueless about
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the GSO and American political systems. In politics you should know how many votes you have
because you have lobbied beforehand to try to get
enough to pass. Yet though the cultural cap problem was discussed intensely among Chinese students, it was rarely discussed with anyone else,
even other Asians. The first time some Senators
learned the cap was a problem was the Senate
meeting the night of the vote.
That lack of communication is shown clearly on
the GSO bulletin board where one Asian grad student in the same department as the GSO President
talks of just recently having their first discussion.
It explains why after the vote someone could still
think Lunar New Year could be in The Spot.
Cultural misunderstandings have divided the GSO.
And yes, they are cultural, not racial. Language
barriers and stereotypes have made it worse. Until
now, those of us who are Chinese American undergrad st~dent leaders hiave not Wgted to get
involved. We listen, we read the GSO newspaper,
but we have our own issues. Luckily for us, when
Polity's government was dissolved it didn't effect
the activity fee.
But now there is a GSO referendum to make the
activity fee voluntary. Given how few students
vote and how few students understand how their
activity fee is spent, we know that a block of students voting together could wipe out the GSO, and

that would have a negative impact on undergraduates as well. The activity fee is more than our club
events. It is student newspapers and the ambulance
corps. It is NYPIRG, the only group consistently
lobbying in Albany against tuition hikes. For grad
students it is childcare and subsidized travel and
conference costs. Without the fee our campus
would be more barren than it already is.
Here is a story for the Chinese GSO students.
When CSSA wanted the cap raised on cultural
events, we understood. ASA struggles on a Polity
budget two and a half times CSSA's. CASB asked
ASA to help China Night because their $7000
budget is no longer adequate for two sold out, professional looking shows.
But one of us was CASB's Treasurer 6 years ago
when China Night's budget was $2000. He led the
first takeover of MPB, the Minority Planning
Board, demanding that Asians be included. The
older sister of one of us was ASA's President and
became that first Asian rep on MPB. Asian undergrad organizations didn't say, Polity doesn't work
for us so lets get rid of it. They said, we are going
to make Polity more inclusive. Does Polity still
have a long way to go? Look at the mess it's in
and you know the answer. But fixing the mess
must come from students working together, not
from students pulling it apart.
cont'd on page 11

Grads to be

Drag Show 2003 Rox our Kasbah

Charaed $30O000

by Casey Webb

The Second Annual Drag show happened
at the SPOT Friday night and it had to be
April 21(9am) the most well attended event of the year
there. Sponsored by the GSO and the
Queer Alliance, it was an entertaining
April 25(4pm) education, and overall blast. Musical
venues from the Cabaret's recent produc2003
tion of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show"
For Candidates
opened the evening up to great standards.
Statements look atturned
to host the
Miss Understood returned to host the
the back cover!!! bonanza, and this delicate flower is
Check Solar dur- always a decadent delight. Further
ing the Elections delights were performances from JZ Bich
and her Sex Kitten, MsX, Testicular
Week.
Filch, Elvich, SnM, Dante, the Ramonas
Go to
and the always spectacular Alligator
www.ic.sunysb.edu/Clubs/gso
Boy's Stony Brook 'Swan Song'.
for updates
Lip-synchs, acapella tunes, flag-draped
dances and fabulous gowns graced the
SPOT stage. Prima Donnas, Bulls and
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*cabaret schedule*

Note from the Editor

Ti Jean Blues by JoAnne Akalaitis
April 10, 11 & 12 @ 8 PM &April 15
at Paula Jeans 8:30 PM
Classic Keruoac
One of our hippest plays this season... come for poetry,
jazz and Keruoac! Catch this production in a new environment, Paula Jeans, a Zagat rated restaurant and bar in
Setauket. Cajun buffet starts at 7pm & the show starts at
8:30 PM.
Go to www.paulajeans.com or call 631-751-LIVE for directions
Wrestlemmedia
April 24, 25 & 26 @ 8 PM
Smack down: Commedia style
Finally -Arlecchino HAS COME BACK to the Cabaret... All
the loveable Commedia characters embroiled in the hyperbolized world of professional wrestling .. . Who could resist
classic Italian drama fused with the sweaty fun of a
wrestling match?
Moss

Spring is upon us, a bright time that signifies change in many realms. A welcome
change in seasons (Thank G-d!) accompanied by a change in clocks (Spring forward,) new romances, elections, and finally - graduations bring new locations and
positions for many.
Even our graduate lounge is to be relocated this summer provided we foot the bill
and share with the undergrad cafeteria overflow... but I digress.
Many view change as a daunting obstacle to overcome, yet with it brings new
opportunities, faces, friends, stories, backgrounds and colleagues. Our very purpose for being here at SBU is to prepare for greener grass elsewhere, though this
vision of freedom can get muddled in the mire of classes, research and deadlines
at times.
In this mixed-up messy world of political turmoil both on campus and worldwide, let
us not forget to hope and aspire for piece of mind as well as peace.
May this month find you breathing easier, thinking clearer, and feeling better than
you have all winter long. Dust off those cobwebs, clear any residual snow off the
ground and allow yourself to bloom like everything around you.
Also I must add:

!!!Make certain to vote at the elections this month!!!

Your vote counts and you can make a difference in your SBU Community and our
May 1, 2 & 3 @ 8 PM
world. Please, please, please don't forget to vote online this month!
Childhood memories ..
Whatever your perspective, background or politics, you are a member of our graduEmma Moss is a finger painter missing her right pinkie. She ate community. So make certain to use your brain, your rights and your freedoms
won't be free of her bizarre parents until she discovers the
at every opportunity.
truth behind the loss that has overshadowed her entire life.
A new play, a short play, a play that will be accompanied
Good Luck,
with original art as well as a photography project by local
artists.
-Pegine
www. ic.sunysb.edu/Clubs/cabaret
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May 3 starting at noon till 5pm
next to Stony Brook Union BallroomPatio
Free food (1pm-4pm), beverages and music...
Join other grads play in the sun!!!
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Indian Graduate Students Association & India Focus Group
Present

RH Y T H M S THE HEARTBEAT OF THE EAST
Pptnaiiriicrr
U lllig

~dLUI

Pt. Anindo Chatterjee and Pt. Ramesh Misra
7:00 pm Sunday April 27th, 2003
Student Activities Auditorium, SUNY Stony Brook
RHYTHMS will usher into Stony Brook a harmonious ensemble
of two of the finest contemporaries of Indian classical music.
Pandit Anindo Chatterjee, on the Tabla, will percuss magic into the
night air, along with Pandit Ramesh Misra, weaving eloquent tunes
on the Sarangi.
Pt. Anindo Chatterjee is respected as one of the most eminent
Tabla players of the world. He is the first Tabla player to have performed in the House of Commons in 1990. He has performed solo
and has also accompanied leading artists like Pt. Ali Akbar Khan
(sarod), Pt. Mallikarjun Mansur (voice), Pt. Hariprasad Chaurasia
(flute) among many others in the who's who list of Indian classical

ome
non in Indian classical music. owins to his mastery of the Saran.i. the most difficult and uniaue of string instruments.

In addition to his appearance in most of the major music festivals of the world he has featured in numerous solo recordings, earning a niche in the hear ts of
millions of music lovers.
e-mail: igsa@ic.sunysb.edu

Web:

www.ic.sunysb.edu/clubs/igsa/rhythms.htm

Chief Editor: Pegine Walrad
Assistant Editors: Jasmina Sinanovic, Smitha K.M.
Columnists: Elizabeth Bojsza, Joan Hawley, Christine Promin
Contributors: Jaimohan Ramachandran, Abhijit Sengupta, Angeliki Field-Pollatau, Bin
Tang, Casey Webb, Sherry Ha, Stan Liang, Wendy Liem and Ja Young, Fan Wang,
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News and Blues office is located in SAC 226
Mailing Address: GSO, SAC 226, Stony Brook University, NY 11794- 2700
Email: nusnblus@ic.sunysb.edu

Phone: 631 632 6493
Messages: 631 632 6492
Fax: 631 632 8965
Web: www.ic.sunysb.edu/Clubs/gso

GSO News
Below is the referendum to be voted on
this upcoming election:

Commentary: PIlease vote mandatory.
New Referendum will remove graduate rights on

Referendum of Student Activity Fees campus if passed
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by Pegine Walrad

It is well known that I am a strong proponent of the GSO.
After
all, I really had to be a GSO 'zealot' to be GSO President last year.
Trustees to be enacted:
The reason that I support it though is what I'd like to share with you: it is our
[A] To be Mandatory for all graduate students only voice on campus that gets any leverage. The GSEU was in disarray for
[B] To be Voluntary for all graduate students years & I am happy to say, it is making a comeback finally. When I first encounthe GSO it was a sparsely-attended, oddly inactive student government
Things the GSO supplies to Grads: tered
that appeared on a down-swing of sorts. After 2 years of dedicated servitude to
better organizing it - much to the detriment of my publications, early graduation
(that will be absent if a mandatory vote passes)
& to the chagrine of my advisor - it has more notice, offers better representation, and has better organization than I have ever seen it. The problem is, it is
Child Care Facilities (discounts for graduates) not currently meeting or addressing all graduate students'
conerns. Not that it
RAP funding for travel grants
can be everything to everyone - but it really should aspire to be.
In its absence we will be at the will of the benevolent dictators, oops! I mean
Musical Venue Funding
administrators - those same folks who think that if they evict us from our current
Department Allocations
lounge, we should spend $30,000 to revamp whatever corner they are willing to
give us. If you think getting money from the GSO for events is troublesome, try
Cultural Events Funding
getting funded from the graduate school!
Teach-in, Speaker Series Funds
Because THAT is what will happen. Dean Martin told the current GSO
Graduate Student Orientation
Executives that if they could not "straighten things out", he would consult VP
Fred Preston about putting the graduate community on "receivership" - which
(We help out the grad school w/$$ & people)
means that the grad school decides who, when, and what is funded. We'll still
Survival Guides
be charged - don't dare doubt that.By mid-year they'll have tacked on an addiGraduate Representation on University Committees tional" tax" of some sort to our bills. Only now we truly will have no control over
it. You only have to take a look at undergrad Student Polity this year to see that
THIS NEWSPAPER
in practice. The GSO is the only student government currently operating on
It is so much more than just our
campus, & without it you'll quickly find out how dismal Lon Gisland can be.
Graduate Lounge with Cabarets, Music, Billiards, and this
Again, please vote MandatoryHoliday Festivals
ifi ou vote "Voluntary", Grads will lose control over our activity fees.

New Graduate Culturai Center Planning
by Angeliki Fie

ollatou

This is a continuation of last month's article about the progress on the part of the GSO to move our graduate student lounge to a new location, thereby redefining the SPO1rasa
graduate student cultural center. Opinions of the graduate student population are currently being collected regarding the several uses for the new graduate student center v'ia the
quality of life survey.
March 21st 2003. GSO representatives had a meeting with Dr. Martin, Dr. Millar, Dr. Stein, Dr. Kelly, Mr. Rispoli, and Mr. Meyer where a space a little less than 2,000 sq. ft was
offered to the GSO. The space that was allocated to us was the same space the GSO representatives had requested at the previous meeting with the administrators (Marc h 11th)
.We proceeded to the financial part of the operation. The estimation of the total amount of money that it would cost to renovate the space, move and equip the new space Nas
between $1.60,000-170,000. George Meyer told the GSO representatives that the administration is willing to, put $70,000 towards this operation.
After that meeting, the GSO representatives called an internal meeting in order to talk about sources that we can obtain the additional money needed (March 25th). The su ggestions
were FSA, Graduate School and GSO.
March 25th 2003. The Student Life Committee met in order to discuss the progress of the SPOT negotiations. Michelle Millar, Angeliki and Christine presented to the Comn nittee the
progress that they have done so far towards the relocation of the graduate lounge.
Along with the above committee, Dr. Kelly requested from the committee financial help in order to complete the renovation of the new space for graduate students. The Ch air of the
Committee, Dr. Feldman showed a lot of support and promised that he will help us as much as he can. The GSO along with Dr. Kelly is preparing a proposal to give to Dr. Feldman.
Additionally, the GSO representatives (Angeliki and Christine) along with the GSO Treasurer (Bryan) were in negotiations with FSA and the Graduate School in order to sec;ure additional funding for the new space to start to be renovated.
April 4th 2003. The most recent meeting was called by Mr. Meyer and focused on the financial arrangements of the new area that is allocated for the graduate students. Th e cost of
the construction will be about $75,000 and will be paid for by the University. The furnishings will cost not more than $95,000 and it will be covered by different sources. FSASwill contribute $20,000-$30,000 subject to approval of the FSA Board and agreement by GSO Lounge Committee for lunchtime usage of the space for food service seating. Dr. Mairtin will
request $20,000-$30,000 from the Administration/Graduate School/Student Affairs.
Dr. Feldman (chair of the Student Life Committee) will request $10,000 from the Dean of Medicine office as soon as GSO makes a program description on the value of the new graduate center to the HSC students. Finally GSO has to allocate the remaining amount, approximately $30,000 in order for the construction to be complete (subject to approvalI from the
Senate).
There was a concern about whether the student union ballroom will be available for construction during the summer. Mr. Walcott informed us after the meeting thatthe Balliroom will
be available for construction from June 2-July 14.
I would like to personally thank all the parties that made this new graduate student center come true: Mr. George Meyer (Assistant to the President), Dr. Martin (Dean of the
Graduate School), Dr. Kevin Kelly (FSA), Dr. Feldman (Student Life Committee Chair), Dr. Michelle Millar (Student Life sub-committee for the SPOT relocation), Dr. Jerry S1rein (Dean
of Students), Mr. Rich Wolcott (Director of Facilities Operations) and Mr. Lou Rispoli (Facilities Planning). Many of us spent a lot of time, effort and contributed financi ally in
order to make this dream come true for graduate students.
We are collecting suggestions for a new name for the new graduate student lounge. Please email suggestions to Angeliki (angeliki@grad.physics.sunysb.edu).

If you are interested in advertising in News and Blues email nusnblus@ic.sunysb.edu, Attn. Ad or fax a request to 6328965. Perso nals
are published for free, commercial ads. Ads range from business card size ($30) to the full page size, 8.5x11 ($250)
News and Blues is a monthly publication 4iad comes out on every second Wednesday of the month August-December and Februar y-May.
Total of 1500 copies is published and distributed throughout the Campus. On line version is available at.www.ic.sunysb.edu/Club! s/gso
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A Summer in Heaven
Episode 8
by Smitha
the r aurder and that a Mr Wren
had seen him go to Anne's
apart ment the night of the murder had made him top on the list
of suspects; the motive was still
uncle;ar given the closeness of
his re,lationship with Anne.
Forensic reports brought out
Malcolm had serious doubts of
vital clues of Anne's murder.
gi's involvement in the
Geor
There were pieces of marble
.er.The gun must be a dismurd
statue that Cline had recovered
r.
tracte
from Anne's bedroom. She had
Did
J
Jack
Stanton
have anything
been shot with a 9mm Beretta.
to
do
with
the
whole
affair? He
Though the fact that it was
coulc
I
not
get
that
thought
off his
Georgi's gun that was used for
head iudging the fierce
rivalry between the two
gangs.
by Smitha
Evidence of rape sugBlood blends with the smell of gunpowder,
gested by the reports
Angry chants in the temple of God,
gave a new direction to
The children's voices mute,
the investigations.
Against the sounds of firing,
Walls crumble and hopes,
Fingerprints were taken
The helter-skelter of civilization,
of all those who were
Scrambles for identity,
closely involved.
In the altars and in the hills,
The bleeding cannons and bullet-ridden uniforms Questions about Jamie's
Pay tribute to Sacred religion,
whereabouts kept Cline
God sits silent,
busy for a whole day.
Watching the bloody horrors,
Cline came to know
In his mansions,
As the sounds of fury mingle with those of love.
from students that Jamie
was a popular kid on
As Love blends with blood,
Campus known for his
And mothers carry what was,
good looks and his affaLike a thousand suns scourging for freedom,
Here, I see,
ble smile. Jamie was
The fire in the souls,
called back from his
And the burning fields of a city,
conference in Paris. Yet,
The pride of Living transforms
To the pride of Noble deaths
the fact that he was
Remon hands Agnes a diary of
Anne's which reveals a different
side of Anne's life. Her
encounter with Jamie throws a
different light on Anne's murder

Fire

Little children play their games
As their fathers watch from heaven

I

Come, save the child in my blodyarms,
Breathe unto him one spell of peace,
One instance of You that he never saw.
But in dreams,
Be to him what he has learnt of You,
And brethe unto him,

A wisp of your Love,
Free of bloodstains and anguish,
A love free ofthe taiitsoficensturies,
Love free to be,
Free to feel,
Love pure and serene,
Holy and guileless-,
Love which needs no blood or battles,
Love in the eyes of the marching troops,
Love inithe Fiery eyes,
That now frighten his sleep,

Love mid the Vehgeful Past tiat
repeats,
Love, despite history
And what it compels,

Earth

. And redeem me,

Of History that refuses to forgive my past,
And the creeds of religion,
That bli idmy vision,;
Free me of these shackles of flaming fury,
Replete me of battles
That I have fought in your name
And let me be a child,
With. adestiny beyond

Tlese killing fields,
A destiny that can dream without fear,
That can bear without pain,
SAnd that can believe
Without this blood on my hands
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"Hi Jamie, I am Sergeant
Malcolm Fischer from the
Campus Police. Cline here is
helping me out with the investigations. It must be a terrible
shock for you. I am sorry we
had to send word to Paris tohave
you here."
Jamie seemed to be in a daze,
and shook hands with Malcolm,
mumbled a hello, and sat down,
next to Malcolm.
"Jamie, we need your help with
a few facts. We need help with
whatever information you can
give us."
"How could this happen? I was
there all along and she was fine
when I left ...." said a pale and
distraught Jamie, slightly sobbing, his head in his hands
"You were there in Anne's apartment on Sunday night of June
15th?
"Yes"
"Can you tell us when you went
to the apartment?"
"I was there from 5:00 in.the

occurred somewhere before
midnight on Sunday. On
Monday evening, we have
Agnes finding a wounded
Georgi in her apartment. Around
20 hours had elapsed between
the two incidents. As far as I see
it, Georgi must have bumped
into them, and seeing Anne
struggling against a violent
Jamie, must have tried to attack
Jamie. A fight would have
ensued ending up with Georgi
firing a shot. The shot misses
Jamie killing Anne instead..
Jamie tries to kill Georgi but
evidently, Georgi flees the
scene. Jamie hunts Georgi down
and shoots Georgi with his own
weapon. A wounded Georgi
ends up in Agnes' apartment.
Leaves Stanton clean in the
whole game doesn't it? Getting
the truth out will all depend on
when we can get Georgi to talk.
It seems it will not be until
Monday when they will have
him out of the Emergency Ward.
And we have to get this Jamie
guy to tell us the truth. He surely doesn't want to be charged
with date rape. I wonder how
serious he was about the girl.
Well we need to do a little more
digging into this affair."
To be continued.....

Life's like that...

Religion or none,
What harm of theirs that I must see,
Life after life that could have met nobler deaths,
End in these fields that grow on the blood,
Of my fathers and brothers?

0! God, come to this burning

room.

evening on Sunday. We were,
you see, having a good time
together, and then I had to leave
to catch my flight."
"And when was that?"
"I left the apartment around 8:00
that evening."
Malcolm briefed Jamie on their
investigations and told him they
would call him when needed.
"By the way, Jamie, how did
you get that scar on your face?"
"O!.....Just a skirmish. That's
all."
"Well, that's all for now. We'll
you call you if we need any
help. Take it easy Jamie."
As Jamie left, Malcolm spoke
with some excitement on his
face.
"Well, it has been a very interesting session. Are you thinking
what I am thinkirig, Cline?"
"Hmmm.... They must have had
an altercation of some sort. Do
you think Georgi would have
come to the apartment when
they were in the heat of their
lovemaking? The icon breaking
must have been the result of
some altercation, or a possible
date rape? Then what about
Georgi's being there ."
"Let's see. Anne was found dead
in her apartment on Monday
morning. The murder had

by Jaimohan Ramachandran

What then, God, may I ask,
Is this all for you?
Was this what Scriptures were meant to be,
The torch to light the fire of blind passions?

S.:. Love asi
whent he saw,
SThe first gliance of you in his:mother. '

away raised serious doubts.
The doorbell rang, and Malcolm
rose to receive Jamie. He
looked a bit battered probably
from hearing the news. A scar
on Jamie's face caught Cline's
attention as he walked into the

I

This is a story that's set in a land where the sun rises as early as halfpast six in the morning, and stays up as late in the evening. But there's a lot more
to it than just the sun and a million people staring at it wondering where they'd be in the next ten minutes; if they'd be able to catch the train that will
take them places or if they'd make it to the bus stand to take the long ride home. Long, not because their homes are far away, but because they'd have
to interact with the remaining population and deal with multiple personalities that they're going to meet en route. But this was how they led their
lives, talking to a dozen strangers each day, behaving like strangers, and not being the usual friendly people often associate with life.
There were many societies that existed within these macrospheres and each would have been the perfect example of unity in diversity, if only they
had been studied. Nobody thought it was worth looking into their activities, probably because they were sensible enough to realize that it would take
them the entire rest of their lives to prove any hypotheses they had framed. The intricacies and numerous possibilities involved, cast an image that
was convolute and iitangible. Yet, it didn't take an Einstein to come up with a single word that described its essence ... Life.
Among the many lives that we have seen and have lived, there was one that seemed interesting and caught a few people's eyes. This wasn't the life of
the President or the Mahatma or some brave soldier who was a
true patriot giving up his life for the country. This story is about the brief history of time in the life of a small boy who cherished certain memories of
when he was small. Memories, that he would probably never forget and could not if ever he wanted. It was late evening, maybe half past seven, and
the sun had just gone down, with amild, balmy breeze blowing through the open teak door that was beautifully crafted with intricate designs and
looked almost like an aesthetic mural. An elderly person, with the phone in his hand was talking, discussing something that only the learned or the
wise could perceive, maybe a business deal of prime importance, or something of financial significance. He looked respectable and learned, which
apparently justified why he was thought to be wise and occupy a high status in society. One hour passed, and the food was getting cold at the table.
Those days, dinner was served at Eight in the evening, and children went to bed listening to bedtime stories from their parents at 9pm. They awoke
rejuvenated and refreshed to start the next day at half past seven so that they'd be in time to greet the sun that greeted this world in all its glory. The
boy was sitting by his bowl of rice and rasam, nowand then peeping into the living room to see if his father had finishedthe conversation which
seemed intangible to him. He was probably only six or seven at that point in his life, and all he knew was that when someone in the house shouted
"Trunk call", it meant that his father would talk for a long time deeply engrossed in some business
deal and that nobody could or would disturb him. It was considered a terrible sin to disturb people or even be present in the same room when they
were attending to the trunk calls. Even as a small child, he understood the laws of nature and of the house and followed them diligently. He waited,
looking at his food and then looking at his father from behind the wall making sure that he didn't catch his father's eye in the process. This little hide
and seek waiting game went on for another half hour, and he felt the hunger slowly getting to him. A brilliant idea struck him, and he smiled gleefully, full of joy, as though he had invented something that was about to change the way people lived their lives. He grabbedthe applam in his hand
and started to break it into small pieces, occasionally nibbigfi at its ends when his stomach took over his head. He started putting thetiny pieces
into the bowl of rice and rasam and stirred it occasionally, thinking to himself that this would save the time that his father would take to do the same
thing. Now his father could feed him faster, which meant his hunger would be satiated faster. Just as he finished, he noticed his father put the phone
back in its place, and he sat on the table waiting in eager anticipation for his father to come and see his genius.son.
His father came, and he looked at the food, with the soggy pieces of applam floating in it, and he said one word with such a stern voice that the boy's
heart bled and ached... "Idiot." That was the worst invective that he had heard his father use in a long time, and he felt completely letdown. He ate
the food without tasting any of it, not liking it one bit. Then he went to sleep, his father read him the usual jungle book story from where they had
left it yesterday, and he slept just like the baby he was. His father seemed to have forgotten all about it the next day, and went on about his daily
chores, greeting the sun that greeted them at half past seven, and showering love on his son when he found the time. He always had time for that, at
least he made sure that he found time somehow. But this day was different; he told his son that he really loved him, and that he was sorry for last
night.
His son felt like both a genius and a fool; genius because he had this respected elderly person apologizing to him, and a fool because of what he did
last night. It didn't take himlong after that to understand two basic realities of life: A - both geniuses and fools made mistakes, and not repeating the
same mistakes marks the subtle difference, and B - God gave the world things such as faith, hope and love as the virtues of mankind.The greatest
virtue of mankind was love, and the shape, size or form it came in didn't matter. A few years later, his father passed away.
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Hey! Look who's there!
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heaven!!
Solution to Last Week's Puzzle: Head, Supper

Grains of Wisdom
1.Bills travel through the mail at twice the speed of
checks.
2. A conscience is what hurts when all your other parts
feel so good.
3: Eat well, stay fit, die anyway.
4. Men are fromearth. Women are from earth. Deal with
it.
5. No husband has ever been shot while doing the dishes.
6. A balanced diet is a cookie in each hand.
7. Middle age is when broadness of the mind and narrowness of the waist change places.
8. Opportunities always look bigger going than coming.
9. Junk is something you've kept for years and throw
away three weeks before you need it.
10. There is always one more imbecile than you counted

Across:
1. Lush (7)
2. Wind Instrument (7)
9. Moving Stairway (9)
10. Motor (5)
11. Peak (5)
12. Crucial (9)
14. Chinese (5)
16. Coercion (6)
19. Pub (6)
21. Guide (5)
28. Place (5)
S29. Greek Philosopher (5)
, 30. Thankfulness (9)
32. Escort (7)
33. Beg (7)
Down:
1. Woolly mass (6)
2. A kind of Disease (7)
3. Tiny island (5)
4. Imply (6)
5. Sailor (3)
6. Below (5)
7. Personal (7)
8. Dissertation (8)
13. Greek Letter (2)
15. Aura (3)
17. Combination (5)
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20. Brave (7) 22. Obstruct (7) 23. Short for Cooler (2) 24. Stick fast (6) 25. Choose (6) 27. Full fledged (5) 30.
Graduate Examination (3) 31. Short for Integer (3)
Today's Challenge : 26 ACROSS
Solutions To Last Week's Crossword :
Across: 6. Braille, 7. Hello, 9. High, 10. Contravene, 11. Ado, 12. Fend, 14. Strobe, 17. Alto, 19. Arena, 20. Vise, 21.
Presto, 22.Make ,24. Sty, 27. ACENTUATE, 30. Hour, 31. Lopez, 32. Element.
Down: 1. Macho, 2. Cliche, 3. lean, 4. Charisma, 5. Slav, 6. Build, 8. Omnibus, 13. Dream, 15. Rave, 16. Doss, 18.
Lyrical, 19. Amortize, 23. Keeper, 25. Trust, 26. Sheer, 28. Espy, 29. Amen

on.

11. Experience is a wonderful thing. It enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again.
12. By the time you can make ends meet, they move the
ends.
13. Thou shalt not weigh more than thy refrigerator.
14. Someone who thinks logically provides a nice contrast
to the real world.
15. Blessed are they who can laugh at themselves for they
shall never cease to be amused.

Did Ya Know?
Q.I. Which is the world's top tourist country?
A. 1. Each year, more than 71 million tourists visit France. That would equal the total number of people living in California, Florida and Texas, all combined!! The mlost popular
French destinations are Paris and the Mediterranean coast. July and August are the most popular months among tourists.
Q.2. Which is the city with the busiest subway system?
A.2. Approximately 3.1. billion people ride on Moscow's bustling Metropolitan (Metro) subway system. It is not only busy but also world renowned for its beautifu I architecture. Many of the 150 stations have stained glass, marble statuary and sparkling chandeliers. The rail network is 153 miles ( 246 km) long - Muscovites spend about two hours
commuting each day!!
Q.3. Which is the World's highest waterfall?
A.3. The Angel Falls is a spectacular 979 m high waterfall located on the Churun river in the Guiana highlands of Southeastern Venezuela. It also holds the record for the
longest single drop of any waterfall - 2,648 feet (807m). As the upper river flows over the majestic cliffs, it takes 14 seconds for its water to plunge into the river bellow.First
documented by Ernesto Sanchez La Cruz in 1910, the falls were later named, for an American bush pilot, Jimmy Angel after he spotted them from the air.
Q.4. Which is the World's top meat-eating country?
A.4. In one year, each person in the United States will eat about 261 pounds of meat. That's about the same weight as 75 phone books. The mostcommonly used meat in the
US is beef - about,64 pounds per person per year. In fact, an average of 43 million pounds of beef are eaten in the United States every day. Hamburger or cheesebur ger is the
most common way to eat beef. Chicken fares second among popular meat varieties.
Q.5. Which is the most valuable auctioned painting?
A.5. The portrait of Dr. Gachet, an oil painting by Dutch impressionist Vincent van Gogh was sold to Ryoei Saito at a Christie's auction in 1990 for $75 million. This was not
the first time Van Gogh's painting brought such a high price- three of the five most expensive paintings ever auctioned were van Gogh's.
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Against All Odds.
by Bin Tang

byy fBio s s
My fellow students:
As your humble President, I would like to take this corner of our
own newspaper to share my view. If you have any thought and
would like to share, I encourage.you using our newspaper as an
open forum.
First, I would like to talk about the issue of 'voluntary fee. As GSO
President, whose paramount responsibility is to strengthen the
organization and make it to serve the graduate students better, I
think it is not a good idea to make the activity fee voluntary. And I
did not sign the final petition. I understand that by making the fee
GSO can still exist and promote the students to particivoluntary, GSO can still exist and promote the students to participate. However, without support from students, GSO has to cut off
many good programming and activities funded by the activity fee,
such as RAP (Resource Access Project), Child Care (of course you
will agree with me more if you are graduate student with children),
Student Clubs and General Cultural Events, Departmental
Allocation, etc. More important, we will lose our pride by being a
member of Stony Brook Graduate Community.
Furthermore, if you really feel upset about your organization, what
I encourage you to do is to participate and improve the organization, instead of just walking way and leaving without a trace. We,
as Stony Brook Graduate Students, should be all together, against
all odds. That is exactly why I was a GSO senator last year. That
is also why I am GSO President now. However, since there are
than one hundred graduate students from different culture
more
and department signed the petition, demanding to have a referendum. We must pay enough attention to their voices. Being their
organization, we must try to find out their concerns and properly
address them. That's what I've been doing and what will be continued within my term.
I do hope GSO should be a place where students from different
cultures and groups can communicate with each other and paint
more colors to our graduate life. And my participation did bring
many Asian Students to get involved, which rarely happened
before. However, due to the cultural difference and egos existing in
everybody (including me), we had some difficult time. This is
painful while understandable. Actually, this is the inevitable way
leading to the ultimate understanding among people. I believe
things will get better as long as we all bear in mind that no one is
things
will get better as long as we all bear in mind that no one is
perfect, as long as we are all willing to accommodate the views of
others.
Currently, we have many important issues to work. We must have a
smooth election for the new GSO officers. We are working on
moving the current SPOT to Union Ballroom and trying to.paint an
exciting and promising blueprint of the graduate lounge for all
Stony Brook Graduate Students. We will analyze the result of
Stony
Brook
Graduate Life Survey to find our what our students' concerns really are. Most of all, we all have to be more embracing with each
other and carry on the torches of GSO from year to year!
For those people who lost their confidence in GSO and would like
to go for the referendum, I respect your opinion. However, all I can
think about at this moment is the song by Phil Collins. Before you
n
act, sing it again How can I just let you walk away
Just let you leave without a trace
When I stand here taking
Every breath with you
You're the only one
Who really knew me at all
iHeow can you just walk awayo rom me
When all I can do is watch you leave
'Cause we've shared the laughter and the pain
And even shared the tears
You're the only one
Who really knew me at all
So take ja look at me now
Oh there's just an empty space
And there's nothing left here to remind me
Just the memory of your face
Take a look at me now
'Cause there's just an empty space
And you coming back to me is against all odds
And that's what I've got to face
II wish
could just make you turn around
Turn around and see me cry
There's so much I need to say to you
So many reasons why
You're the only one
Who really knew me at all
So take a look at me now
'Cause there's just an empty space
And there's nothing left here to remind me
Just the memory of your face
Take a look at me now
'Cause there's just an empty spaceBut to wait for you is
All I can do
And that's what I've got to face
Take a good look at me now
'Cause I'll still be standing here
And you coming back to me is against all odds
That's the chance I've qot to take
Take a look at me now
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Letter to the Editor
This statement is the opinion of the undersigned and the News and Blues does not gaurantee the facts conitained within

Financial
The GSO Financial Puzzles
T

by Fan Wang
As graduate students, we have to pay the mandatory Graduate Student Activity Fee at the beginning of each semester, either $20.5 (per full-time student) or $6.25 (per part-time student). Our tiny contributions add up to the major source of funding for GSO. Altogether, the amo unt is a huge number, $174,000 in 2002-03, almost the total annual salary for 16 TA/GA's. How our money is distributed and where does it go?
No financial system is perfect and our GSO financial system is no exception. As far as we do not have an Enron here, we may siir iply want to ignore
it and live with a peace of mind. However, among'the very few who bother to take a closer look at our GSO money, I cannot hold back my nerve to
write something and inform the graduate community. Take a look now if something painful does not necessarily have to repeat its elf
once and again!
1. Where does our money go?
We have good reasons to pool our graduate activity fees together with a purpose to improve the general welfare of graduate studen ts. From the
Graduate Survival Guide, new students learned that "Services and Programs Run or Sponsored by the GSO" include Research Allo cation Program
(RAP), Departmental Allocations, Child Care, Conference & Speaker Series, The SPOT, Social & Cultural Events, Newspaper, andI etc. Wow. GSO
has so much to offer! However, when you open the Annual Budget of GSO, you will find that all above are "Program Expenses" amd there is a commake up
parable counterpart called "Operational Expenses." GSO Officers stipends, Office equipment, Accounting, Meetings, Travel, and etc.
"Operational Expenses." This 24.9% of GSO expenditures seems not a very appealing component of GSO spending and hence slil psthrough the coverage of the Guide If you are a full-time student, $10.21 out of you $41 annual activity fee goes to pay for GSO Officers as well is other
"Operational Expenses.
The RAP provides up to $250 per year of travel reimbursement for a graduate student to present paper in conferences or workshop s. That is a very
useful service that graduate students need. But only half of the $60,000 RAP funding <omes from graduate activity fees. Graduate School, Research
Foundation, President's Office, and College of Arts and Sciences contribute another half of the funding to GSO for the sole purpos e of RAP support.
If exclude outside funding for RAP from "Program Expenses", the "Operational Expenses" will be 40.46% of "Program Expenses. " Or in other
words, $11.81 out of our $41 annual activity fee is used to maintain the GSO itself without any direct benefit to us.
Then there are things listed as "Contributions and Public Service" under "Program Expenses." Few graduate students may object illocating $12,000
for "Child Care" to help those with children. However, we do see that New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG) is fun ded at an even
greater amount, $13,000 (or $1.5 per full-time student per semester). What is NYPIRG and what does it do to benefit our graduate students? It is a
nonpartisan and not-for-profit group and New York's largest consumer, environmental and government reform organization, accord ing to its web site.
The current contribution to NYPIRG is a result of a referendum two years ago. The GSO Budget states, "Neither the GSO Senate nor Executive
Council can withhold these funds if the referendum leads to an approval for the release of the fundsunless there is a breach in con tract." However,
GSO has not even got a financial report from NYPIRG about how it spends the tremendous funding from GSO. We do hear that a computer science
graduate student was unable to get any legal counseling after a month from NYPIRG, even though small-claim court assistance is one of its promised
services. Finally, this student had to go to court on his own last October. Does anybody bother to see if there is a breach here?
Interestingly, the status of NYPIRG at the University is actually a student club. Melissa, NYPIRG coordinator at SBU, said that less than 10 graduate
students are members of NYPIRG. Graduate clubs or organizations are funded at $250 per year each and requires at least 50% of the
membership be
graduate students. Peter Langfelder from Physics raised a valid question that the disproportionate funding for NYPIRG compared to a $250 for a
graduate club or organization is violating the First Amendment Act of the US Constitution, which prohibits discrimination on the b asis of point of
view.
2. Budget Committee-GSO Financial Superpower?
Bryan Field, our current Treasurer, said, "the Budget Committee Bylaws are not available. They have been lost.... we are running he committee via
Robert's rules in their absence and by approval of the committee members..." in an email sent last December.
The above words seems to persuade us that once we handed over our graduate activity fees to the Registrar, we'd better not to care too much about
what is going to happen thereafter. Otherwise, we will be stunned playing with insiders. GSO Constitution mandates, "all Standin g Committees shall
have Bylaws." However, in reality, the presumed dedication and liberty of 5 members in the Budget Committee is almost our sole assurance of proper allocation of GSO funding.
The current Budget passed by the Senate last May makes reference to a so-called "GSO Budget Committee Guidelines." But againi where they are?
If lost too, when, how, and why they were lost? Referring to some nonexistent "Guidelines" in GSO Budget is like playing "catch i-me-if-you-can"
said that there
with the Senate and graduate students. The aitest version of the Bylaws kept in GSO Office is dated 1990-01. However, Bryan Fi eld
was a newer version after that. I just cannot convince myself why we should ignore the existing 1990-91 version and believe in th eexistence of a
"lost" version. Nobody even knows when it was lost. I am even clear that I will not choose to deposit my paycheck into a bank ruin by the free wills
of bank officers without governing rules. How about you?
GSO Rule and Constitutions Committee met four times in the past month but still unable to review the situation of Budget Committtee Bylaws and
Guidelines since no representative from Budget Committee was present. We are almost at the end of another academic year, witho ut much hope of
getting those mysteriously "lost" bylaws or guidelines back or created again. But it doesn't seem to affect the likelihood that GSO Budget for the
next year be passed and our money be spent in a similar fashion.
3. Can the GSO Senate help?
According to GSO Constitution, "the Senate shall have sole authority over the allocation of GSO funds." But the Senators are offered abbreviated
fund requests with less than 15 words to make up their minds.
The current GSO Budget says, "line items that are not defined as Executive Council items require Senate approval." I couldn't fin d the definition of
"Executive Council items" anywhere in effective GSO rules or Budgets. But normally only fund requests under "General Cultural or Social Events"
or "Speaker Series and Conferences", really go to the Senate. They make up merely 11.05% of "Total Program Expenses" of the Bludget. It is curious why fund requests under similar categories, e.g. "Cabaret Grant," or other expenses with larger amount do not bear the same merit to be discussed
in the Senate meeting. Even within those minimum categories, fund requests are summarized to an extent that only the event to be funded, name of
the requester, amount requested, amount recommended, and budget line are revealed to the Senate.
Fund requests take time off Senate meetings. It may not be feasible to burden the Senate with the work of all fund allocations. Bu t as graduate students, do we.feel comfortable to have graduate activity fees in hundred of thousands to be controlled by five individuals while leav e the Senate decorative in this matter? You may ask,
"Were there major things that slip through necessary supervision?" The answer is unfortunately, "Yes." The Graduate Student Louinge subsidy
exceeded its budgeted amount by 62% or $10,566 last year without any approval by the Senate or Dean Martin even though it is re quired so in the
Budget. Isn't it phenomenal?
4. Now let's talk about fairness and efficiency.
The SPOT, Graduate Student Lounge, is subsidized at around $870 per week in Fall 2002. How many graduate students really enj<oyed benefits from
it? According to Godfrey Palaia, The SPOT manager, customers on average spend $5 per person per night there. The account sum imary of the SPOT
by FSA shows that its average weekly sales were $547 in Fall 2002. Then we can estimate that about 109 customers visited the SF "OTper week and
they are subsidized at $8 per visit. According to Godfrey Palaia, only about half of the customers are graduate students. Then we are donating our
graduate student activity fees to non-graduate students at a rate of $400 plus per week, almost double the amount a TA or GA earns within a week!
What GSO does for Departmental Allocation? "Up to a maximum rate of $5.00 per full time student plus $1.00 per part time stude;nt with a 'CAP' of
a $1000 per department." GSO is subsidizing each bar visit by almost twice the amount it allocates to social events within departmlent for the entire
year. Is it that important for the GSO to support graduate students more to go to bar and drink than to facilitate departmental socia I events? How .
about those who have never visited the SPOT? Is it right to ask them to take money out of their pockets to support those going to 1bar? Is it too much
to mandate a regular graduate student at Stony Brook to pay for others to drink while at the same time fighting for a living wage hi m/herself?
The GSO Lounge Advisory Committee is supposed to "make recommendations regarding the Lounge budget, management, hiring personnel..."
Masa Prodanovic and Angeliki Pollatou, both GSO Officers and members of Lounge Advisory Committee, very positively claimed that the Lounge
Advisory Committee is "a party planning committee" and has nothing to do with its financial issues. Itis a frustrating experience ffor me to have
joined the Lounge Advisory Committee recently. The many serious financial issues related to the Graduate Student Lounge have not been put on
meeting agenda for a month after several requests. You now know how our money floods to the SPOT to support alcohol drinking . You may also
read about the striper show at the SPOT from Statesman. But do you know that the SPOT manager has been in his position and paid by GSO for 9
years and GSO even makes no attempt to evaluate his job performance? Do you know that entertainers at the SPOT are paid directtly with cash without any tax filing?
The recently added funding caps under "General Cultural and Social Events" of $1000 per event and $2000 per student club also st tir
up much dirt.
With the funding caps, members in IGSA and SBCSSA, the largest two graduate student clubs each with hundreds of members, are,discriminated.
After the caps were placed, one small event with 30-40 students expected was funded at $695, $19.8 per person, and another small event with 50 students expected was funded at $950, $19 per person. On the other hand, IGSA and SBCSSA organized events each with more than
400 participants
have to suffer from the same $1000 funding cap. Is it putting a doubt on GSO's ability if not intention to facilitate cultural and soc
ial events among
its members?
In March, more than 100 graduate students signed a petition to call for a referendum and let all graduate students to decide again wthether the graduate
students fee should be mandatory or voluntary. As is required by law, the activity fee referendum needs to be done every two yearss.However, in lieu
of the existing question marks on GSO financial management, how many options do we really have?
(The article is written to the best of the author's knowledge and available references. )

Commentary - Consider Sources
by Pegine Walrad
One thing to bear in mind when you read information is the source it comes from.
Sources' perspectives can vary depending upon unique circumstantial influences.
The day after the last Senate meeting, Bin Tang and Fan Wang put together an accusation of last year's Treasurer and this paper's Formatting Editor, Jasmina Sinanovic. It
stated that she embezzled graduate money during her stint as Treasurer last year.
Now my personal experience is that she is a strong personality, but a tremendously
honest and hard worker. Furthermore, this would be particularly difficult for her to do
since everything the Treasurer signs must be co-signed by an additional Executive
Council member, as well as the FSA's Controller, Ron Willa (our GSO C&D agent who
keeps track of all GSO funds, writes all GSO checks and attends the GSO meetings to
answer questions.) Given this, they then decided to try to bring in the entire GSO
Executive Council from last year (including myself) and Mr.Willa into a tale of conspiracy.
Being comfortably secure in the straightforward records & the honesty of those I oversaw last year who served on the Executive Council, I have this to reply: Bring on the
search! Please do not leave one clue unturned. If you find anything unaccounted for please bring it to the attention of everyone.
That way when you uncover the fact that you are mistaken in your allegations, you will
be all the more shamed.
Currently, the Board of Appeals does not believe it is their jurisdiction to decide upon
such allegations as Jasmina is not a current member of the Exec Council, but I do
hope a non-biased committee is assigned to examine such "facts" closely. It is worth
noting that while I have been active in the GSO for 4 years now, I had never witnessed
the Board of Appeals meeting, let alone being used in all that time. So something odd
may indeed be happening.
To keep perspective upon such allegations, here are some facts about these 2 that
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Habitat for HumanityFundraiser/St Patrick's Day Fes
Grads took on Dean Martin & Michael Klein at the Fooseball Table to fund housing for needy families in the area

Fooseball, Ping-Pong, Billiards, feisty Leprechauns and Pumice
rocked the SPOT during this year's St Patrick's Day Fest that wa LS
designed to raise money for the Habitat for Humanity initiative.
Joining the graduate organizers for this event were Graduate Dean
Lawrence Martin, Parking Director Michael Klein, VP for
Advancement Bill Simmons and Pumice. Overall nearly $400 we3re
raised that evening for the cause while everyone had a fantastic
times with all the games. Rumor has it, the Fooseball Kings Mar tin
& Klein actually lost a match! Better start training for next year...

A Letter to the Campus Community in regards to
Neurology Dept. Chair Death
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Fan Wang last year cast accusations against the GSO as "not caring" for International
Student concerns when the meeting with Dr.Kenny that was organized by the GSO
President at her request, was cancelled at 11am on September 11th, 2001. When this
meeting was rescheduled, she did not attend.
She is the President of the SBCSSA, which during last year's election posted a Bulletin
on its website than smeared three of the other candidates and made anti-Indian statements. She later denounced the website's Bulletin when told it would remove her as a
candidate if she did not.
Her husband did not announce his ties to her and ran a voting booth during the elections, collecting ballots alone for over an hour at the SBS building until discovered and
removed. Since she lost the election, this was not investigated further.
When Rajeesh resigned from the GSO's Executive Council earlier this year and sincerely apologized for his comment regarding admiring Hitler as a political figure, Fan
claimed his resignation was due to a "conspiracy" to remove him because he was
Asian. (Rajeesh is from India.)
She retained her position as the President of the SBCSSA and this year organized to
remove the budget cap from GSO funding club events, a topic of huge debate and concern from larger clubs.
By a very close vote, the GSO Senate retained the budget cap. Fan immediately
requested the names and departments from the Senators who voted against the
removal.
She has now supported and co-organized a referendum that would in effect close the
GSO and remove childcare discounts, RAP, club funding, and graduate representation.

Bin Tang during last year's elections also did not denounce the website's anti-Indian
comments and slurs until told he would be removed as a candidate if he failed to do so.
He has made frequent comments to administrators and to me that he is being pressured and "cannot please both the Chinese and the American students." He has freof
nt
Chair,
Departme]
James
Davis,
news
that
share
the
sad
It is with deep sorrow that we
quently referred to the rest of the current GSO Executives as "white Americans" despite
Neurology, his wife Francie, and his daughter Amanda were tragically killed when hits air- their varied national origins.
He proposed to place a Ping-Pong table at the SPOT directly to the GSO Senate disreplane hit a mountain in North Carolina on Friday. Jim was a wonderfulleader and gc )od
garding the Lounge and Budget Committees in doing so. When it was refused, he
colleague.
sought to remove the Budget Committee members and reappoint the entire Committee.
He initiated a "conspiracy" charge against Angeliki Field-Pollatou when she was voted
Jim joined Stony Brook in 1992; prior to that he was affiliated with Duke University
a representative of the Lounge Committee to negotiate its relocation. He later admitted
11
Medical Center from 1972 to 1992. He received his B.A. degree in 1961 from Come:
to the Board of Appeals that it had no grounding and the rescinded the charges - but
only after 2 meetings were called to discuss the issue.
University and M.D. degree in 1965 from Cornell University Medical College. He cc )IHe has repeatedly undermined the efficient running of the GSO Committees and
y
in
pleted his internship in Medicine (Pathology) at Bellevue Hospital. He did a residenc
Senate by interrupting people, speaking out of turn and refusing to allow others to
Medicine at Duke University Medical Center followed by a residency in Neurology att
speak.
Cornell. In 1972, he was a Fulbright Fellow at the University of Goteberg, Sweden ii 1 the He was found guilty of harassment of the other members of the GSO Executive
Council by the Board of Appeals. They recommended to the Senate that he be
Department of Pharmacology under Dr. A. Carlson.
impeached and removed. The Senate also found him guilty of this, yet voted only to
Jim was an inspired teacher, researcher, clinician, and mentor. Under his dynamic lea ider- censure him and not remove him in hopes that he would not continue such acts; stating
hisremoval would be bad for the graduate student population's unity.
ship, his department flourished. Upon his arrival at Stony Brook, he aggressively reclruited that
He initially signed, now retracts and does not support the referendum once he examneurology subspecialists. He strengthened the department's clinical practice and gre Vits ined what was at stake.

Dear Campus Community,

to nominate Jasmina Sinanovic to the Chair position of the
research enterprise. Jim's delightful personality drew many people to the department. He Most recently, he refused
Election Committee after the committee voted her to as their replacement chair. He
created neurology outreach programs through affiliations with community hospitals ainid
then refused to nominate any candidate to this position to the Senate. Many Senators
left as a result of the ridiculous situation and quorum was lost. Afterward, he and the
clinics.
Scurrent Treasurer had a heated exchange that resulted in the police being called.
daug
Jim and Francie are survived by their son Adam and daughter-in-law Tracy, their
hter,
Joanna, and a brother Sandy. Our condolences are extended to th surviving member S of The Chinese graduate community is one of the largest subpopulations we have and
they deserve better representation; people who focus upon, building understanding
ui
the family. Jim, Francie, andAmanda will be missed by all of the StonyBrook co
rather than passing blame. There very well may be biases at play that some are subty who were privileged to know them. Funeral services will be held on Wednesday I arch jected to at times on this campus, but it only lowers one's dignity to engage in such tactics.
19th at 10:30 am at Judea Reform Temple in Durham.
It does not make sense to destroy the GSO because you are frustrated with it - ALL
The temple address is 1955 West Comwallis Road, Durham, NC 27705.
student governments are frustrating
at times, but you can change them from within with honest, open discussion and conThe Temple phone number is 919/489-7062. Interment will follow at
cise, well-organized intent. Pitting one nationality or race against another will only
for
at
Stony
Brook
the Judea Reform Cemetery. A memorial service
divide our community and weaken our common objectives. Graduates should not be
denied their RAP travel money - which for some will be the only way they can attend
their Stony Brook family will be scheduled later.
some professional conferences - because one or two clubs had to cut back on an
With deepest sympathy,
annual festival. It's just selfish.

Shirley Strum Kenny, President
Norman H. Edelman, Vice President and Dean, School of Medicine

After all, we're all here for an education - shouldn't we seek to learn from one another?
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War on Iraq, a Necessary Step for Human Rights
)m Rothamel - This signature is false
The most famous sentence in the Declaration of
Independence reads:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness."
Since Saddam Hussein seized power in 1979, he has
deniedboth life and liberty to the citizens of Iraq. He has
repeatedly waged war against his neighbors, and the
nations that moved to defend them, including the United
States. His continuing support of terrorism has lead to
many deaths, and his possession of weapons of mass
destruction could lead to far more. To protect the lives
and liberty of people around the world, the only moral act
we can undertake is to remove Saddam's regime.
Saddam's first act upon taking office was to line up
potential political opponents and have them shot. Since
then, his reign has been a continuing series of external
wars and internal genocides; there have only been three
years when Iraq has been at peace. Under Saddam, Iraq
has launched offensive wars against Iran and Saudi
Arabia. Missiles have been launched into Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, and Israel. During the so-called peace between the
end of 'Desert Storm' and the start of 'Iraqi Freedom', Iraq
has continually attacked US and UK pilots tasked with
enforcing the no-fly zones.
These no-fly zones were put into place to protect Iraqi
minorities from th Saddam regime's attacks. This.regime
has repressed Shi'a and Marsh Arabs in the south, and
Kurds in the north. His genocide against the Kurdish people was committed with chemical weapons.
At the start of 'Operation Iraqi Freedom', the Iraqi
regime had chemical and/or biological weapons. Despite
sanctions and international pressure, the efforts of UN
inspectors to verify Iraq's disarmament have been
rebuffed. If Saddam had disarmed, why would he not
invite weapons inspectors to verify that fact, to lift the
sanctions on his country?
The only possible conclusion is that Saddam values
the possession of weapons of mass destruction more
than the lives of his people. Indeed, Saddam exploits

these sanctions by selling humanitarian aid sent to the
In the case of the current war with Iraq, these condiIraqi people and spending the money on his palaces and
tions are met. The refusal to disarm of Saddam's regime
weapons costing thousands of innocent lives lost every
causes the continuation of sanctions that kill thousands of
month to starvation and disease.
Iraqis a month. Thousands more are arrested, tortured,
Saddam also has a well-documented history of supand even killed for criticizing the regime. As long as
porting international terrorism. Under his regime, Iraq has
Saddam is in power, more people will die. The only way
harbored terrorist organizations
to stop the bleeding is to remove the regime.
such as the Abu Nidal Organization, responsible for a
The Iraqi people also lack the liberty that is taken for
string of assassinations and hijackings. Most recently, the
granted in America. Here, hundreds of thousands of peoregime has taken to giving $25,000 to the families of suiple can march to criticize government policy, without fear
cide bombers. The possession of weapons of mass
of repression. In Iraq, such criticism can lead to the tordestruction by such a regime is too dangerous to allow.
ture and murder of entire families. Single candidate elecWar is never an attractive option, pre-emptive war even tions aside, the Iraqi people did not choose to liveunder
less. But September 11th showed that terrorist groups
such a regime. The Iraqi people call out for freedom, saywith state support could. slaughter thousands, even in
ing to former human shield Ken Joseph, Jr.:
peacetime. The devastation done by a terrorist group
'We are not afraid of the American bombing. They will
armed with chemical or biological weapons could be
bomb carefully and not purposely target the people. What
much greater.
we are afraid of is Saddam Hussein and what he and the
The Afghan war teaches us another lesson. In
Baath Party will do when the war begins. But even then
Afghanistan under the Taliban, women and girls were forwe want the war. It is the only way to escape our hell.
bidden from receiving medical treatment and education.
Please tell them to hurry. We have been through war so
After-the Afghan war, hundreds of thousands of children
many times, but this time it will give us hope.'
were vaccinated. UNICEF estimates that this change of
After liberation, the coalition will install a new Iraqi govregime saves over 35,000 lives a year, These children
ernment to manage the transition. This government will
also have a
ensure that the Iraqi people have such liberal values as
better life, now that they are all able to be educated and
_freedom of speech. Eventually, the Iraqi people will hold
healed. Had the Taliban been attacked a year before
elections, and the government will be turned over to
September 11th, 2001, it's likely that the same number of
them. In the meantime, the interim administration will be
civilian lives would have been lost
subject to inspection and oversight by the people of the
coalition, the ultimate guarantors of liberty restored to the
(about a thousand, according to responsible sources that
do not include every account from state-run media.). But
Iraqi people.
tens of thousands of lives would have been saved, both
This war is made moral by the promises of life and libAfghan and American.
erty we make to the Iraqi people. Defeating Saddam
From that, we can come up with an idea of the condiHussein will save lives that otherwise would have been
tions under which pre-emptive war could be moral. A suffi- lost to his reign of terror, both within and outside of Iraq.
cient condition could be that a pre-emptive war is moral if
The actions of Americans and other coalition members
it protects innocent lives on both sides, increases liberty.
will bring to the Iraqi people a liberty that many have
on both sides, and is the only option that does both.
never known. That is why we should be proud to stand on
These conditions depend only on the circumstances of
the side of the coalition of nations that support Iraq's freethe action, and not on the motivations of those involved,
dom.
or the approval of other nations.

World News
Allied Forces Enter
Baghdad
U.S. Army tanks rumbled into
Baghdad early today for the first
time while columns of armoured
vehicles began encircling the
city of 5 million people and seat
of Saddam Hussein's power.
Thousands of Iraqis fled the city,
fearing urban warfare. Fires
started by the government to
conceal targets raged through
the morning haze, and gunfire
and explosions echoed through
the streets while the rumble of
coalition aircraft filled the skies.
The Iraqi capital was first
breached by a reconnaissance
force from the 3rd Infantry
Division. U.S. military sources
said at least 20 Abrams tanks
and 10 Bradley fighting vehicles
had pushed into southern
Baghdad.

US Troops Seize Baghdad
International Airport
U.S. troops seized Baghdad
international airport yesterday in
their biggest victory of the war
to oust Iraqi President Saddam
Hussain, drawing a bitter Iraqi
threat to hit back with "non-conventional" means. Hundreds of
U.S. troops would add to an
estimated 1,500 now at the airport, a U.S. military sources
said. They said at least one
American was killed in fighting
for the airport and four were
wounded.
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U.S. plans on installing postwar Iraq administration
DUBAI The United States plans
to install the first stages of a
civil administration to run postWar Iraq in the southern port of

Umm Qasr within days, a U.S.
official said on
Saturday.Members of the
Pentagon's Office of
Reconstruction and
Humanitarian Assistance
(ORHA) are scheduled to start
operating in the port as early as
Tuesday, the official said."What
we are going to start trying to
do, even before the fighting is
over in Iraq, is to move to the
areas in Iraq that are relatively
peaceful, places like Umm Qasr,
and to start moving ORHA into
Iraq," the official, who asked
that his name be withheld, told
Reuters.ORHA has become the
focus of international controversy. The United States faces criticism for assuming the leading
role in immediate post-war Iraq
instead of the United Nations.

France, Germany, Russia
discuss Iraq
France, Germany and Russia,
the main voices opposed to the
U.S.-led war in Iraq, yesterday
said the United Nations would
have to play a key role in
rebuilding the country because it
alone had legitimate authority.
French Foreign Minister
Dominique de Villepin, speaking
after a meeting with his German

and Russian counterparts,
Joschka Fischer and Igor Ivanov,
said British and U.S. forces
would have a special role in
securing Iraq, but not beyond
that. "In the armed phase, in the
securing phase, the primary
responsibility obviously is that
of the coalition forces on the
ground," he told a news conference. "Beyond that, the United
Nations must play a central role
in solving the Iraqi
crisis."Fischer and Ivanov
echoed his position, reflecting
unity among European Uriion
and Nato states which on
Thursday pressed U.S. Secretary
of State Colin Powell to grant
the UN a key role in postwar
Iraq.
Al Jazeera to cover Iraq War
despite ban
DOHA - Al-Jazeera said on
Thursday it would continue to
cover the war on Iraq even after
the Iraqi authorities banned two
of the popular Arabic television
network's correspondents from
working there:The Qatar-based
station, which has been criticised by the United States and
Britain for its allegedly pro-Iraqi
coverage, had earlier said that
none of its eight correspondents
would report from Iraq after the
Iraqi authorities expelled a colleague and asked another
reporter to stop working.But al-.
Jazeera said during a news bulletin on Thursday that it would
continue to broadcast live and

taped events -- including news

conferences by Iraqi officials
and air strikes on Iraqi cities -without any commentary.The
network said the Iraqi authorities gave no reason for its decision. U.S. television network
CNN's reporters were also
expelled from Baghdad last
week.
Angola Celebrates First Year
of Peace
LUANDA, Angola (Reuters) Angola has enjoyed a rare year
of relative peace but the arduous
task of rebuilding the country
has barely begun and its future
is anything but certain. Rich in
oil and diamonds, the southwest
African country is still deeply
scarred from the decades-long
conflict between the government
and the rebel UNITA movement
which ended with the signing of
a cease-fire agreement on April
4 last year. Its fertile soil is
strewn with land mines and
most of its infrastructure lies in
ruins. The conflict killed around
a million people, uprooted millions more and left a generation
which knows nothing but war.
And grinding poverty is the reality for most of Angola's 13 million people, in a country that
produced around 900,000 barrels of oil a day.
Hong Kong Reels as Virus
Cases, Deaths Rise
HONG KONG/BEIJING
(Reuters) - Hong Kong reported
39 new infections and three

deaths from a deadly respiratory
virus on Saturday, ahntd a top
doctor in the battered Chinese
region said its health care system was in crisis. The latest figures took the total of confirmed
cases of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
in Hong Kong to 800, and the
local death toll to 20, a government spokesman said. The pneumonia-like disease, which may
have originated in southern
China, hit the city in March and
has been spread around the
world by air travelers.
Physical Fitness Keeps Older
Minds Sharp: Report
NEW YORK Staying physically fit is not only good for your
body, it also seems to help keep
your mind in good shape, new
study findings show.
Researchers found that adults
who were most fit at the start of
a six-year study maintained their
mental sharpness over time and
did better in tests of their mental
function conducted years later
than did their less physically fit
peers. "Physical activity appears
to be good for the brain as well
as the body," study author Dr.
Deborah E. Barnes of the VA
Medical Center in San
Francisco, California, told
Reuters Health. "Older adults
with higher levels of cardiorespiratory fitness experience a
slower rate of cognitive decline
over time," she added.

Food for Grads

Sex in the Brook

by Elizabeth Bojsza

by C.Hebert

As many of you know, the GSO really knows how to throw a party!
I had a great time at last month's St. Paddy's day bash. However, a
friend of mine on the cleanup committee happened to remark to me
that after the party there was quite a bit of broccoli left over.from
the veggie platters. To those of you in attendance: you should eat
your veggies! They are good for you! I thought I would publish a
little yummy recipe that will give you a creative way to use that
broccoli if and when there is a surplus of this vitamin-packed vegetable again. The recipe comes from Linda McCartney's cookbook:
Linda McCartney On Tour (Linda McCartney was the first wife of
Beatle Paul McCartney, and I got this cookbook at "Beatlefest" last
weekend). It is great as an appetizer or a light lunch with at salad:

The Politics of Dating
In global today's society one would think that personal
politics and viewpoints would not enter in the dating arena. I
work and socialize with people that have far different views then
my own, but that's what makes our lively debates so interesting. I
thought it wouldn't matter what religion, political party, or profession I was- it was the inside that mattered (that's what mother

always told me). How mistaken I was. A lawyer from Connecticut
named Dave corresponded with me for several weeks. He was very
attractive tall dark and handsome. Dave was an educated man that
appreciated the arts and fine wine. I believed it was a match. I emailed him one day and explained my research, which is controBroccoli and Parmesean Tartlets
versial, and I'd prefer not to go into detail, but it involves genetyou will need:
ics. He promptly e-mailed me back and stated that he could not
3/4 pound pre-made pastry dough
see me do to my research and my "God complex". Dave explained
1/2 large red onion, chopped finely
that he was a good Christian and could not have his wife perform1 pound of broccoli, steamed and cut into small florets
ing genetic research. I couldn't believe it. I consider myself a
1/2 cup grated parmesean cheese
very spiritual person grounded in religious belief. I send Dave a
4 large eggs
scathing e-mail that blasted him for judging my beliefs, and me,
1/2 cup creme fraiche
that wasn't very Christian of him. I also told him I was a writer
1 teaspoon ground cumin
for a paper and I'd write about him using his real name. To that
black pepper to taste
Dave threatened to sue me. Go for it Dave, it will only make you
an oven
look like a judgmental ass.
a muffin pan
Dave wasn't the only person that "couldn't date me based
tin foil Roll o.ut the pastry thinly and butter the muffin pan. Cut
on my beliefs". Frank, a pilot and good ole Long Island boy was
the pastry dough to fit in the pan, cover them with tin foil and bake upset to hear that I opposed the war with Iraq. I thought prayed
them in a preheated 400 degree oven for 10-12 minutes. Allow
we could come to a peaceful resdlution. Frank's brother is in the
them to cool.
military and he gets upset with "those hippies protest against
Scatter the chopped red onion on top of the pastry. Fill the tart
shells,with the broccoli and scatter half of the p:rmesean on top.
Beat the eggs with the creme fraiche and sprinkle in the cumin and
pepper. Pour the egg mixture over the broccoli. Sprinkle the top
with the rest of the cheese.
Bake at 375 degrees for '25-30 minutes or until the pastry is crisp
and the mixture has set in the center. Let cool for five minutes
and gently ease the tarts from the pan while partially cool.

war". I don't want anyone to die. I want us all to live happy fulfilled ives without violence and oppression. I know that's idealistic, but I can hope can't I? If I can't hope, then why am I dating
to find that one? Hope gets me through each day. Here's wishing
you luck and hope- it's a jungle out there.
Try one of these websites to meet singles:
nerve.com udate.com goodboyfriends.com dating.com

Stony Love
by JZ Bich

Q: Dear JZ,
:
I really like this guy in my Department and I he likes me too, but he

has a girlfriend in another country. He says he doesn't really care for
her but cannot break up with her over the phone. :He says he will
break up with her when he goes home in the summertime. IAam not
sure what to do. I never dated a guy with a girlfriend so Idon't feel
comfortable but I am really lonely and I really like this guy. What
should I do?
-Lonely

A: Dear Lonely,

Run, run as fast as you can and never ever
erbeliee th"I will leave my
wife/girlfriend/fiancee" phrase

Except if you want to get involved in a

long, strenuous relationship withja cheater- :run!...There are plenty of
free guys out there even though it might look differently to you now,
and some of them might behonest too. Some might even deserve
your time... and some might be good lovers and cut nd smart and...
Well O.K. so I entered a ftasantasyland, but you get my pint Respect
yourself if you want others to respect you. If this guy is serious about

you, he can come back once he has resolved his dating problem." If
you still like him at that point you might have a great time together
However, the fact that he is willing to date two people at the same time
does not make him a great candidate for a respectable relationship.

Q: Dear JZ,
i am a horny guy who likes a good release. I get turned on by listening
to girls on the phone. But every time I call a girl and ask her to talk hot
to me she hangs up. Why are girls so conservative?
-Phorny
A: Dear Phorny,

I suspect your problem involves unwilling ladies who happen to pick up
when you call random numbers. I will not preach to you about the
proper use of phone services, which do not include calling people who
don't want to talk to you. I will assume you know this and refuse to
accept the rules. So, the best solution for you is to go on line to one of
the sex chat rooms and look for any like-minded ladies. I assure you a
lot of women enjoy phonesex you just have to find them.

-JZ

PS Por all those other phone-horny people please stop calling me at
3am.: Even if I did like phone sex I would not want to be awaken in the
middle of my blissful sexy dreams!

-JZ
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Betty's Summer Vacation coming to Stoy Brook

Rebel Daisy
by Steph Roupp
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Stony Brook Stages presents Betty's Summer Vacation by Christopher Durang, April 2427 and May 1-4 in Theatre Two of Stony Brook University's Department of Theatre Arts,
at the Staller Center for the Arts.
Durang's wild media satire critiques the American culture's blood lust appetite for sensationalism, victim culture and tabloid TV. Betty's Summer Vacation is a must see today in
our culture where convicted killers star in prime time TV News Specials and Joe
Millionaire is rated number one in the Nielsen Ratings.
Content includes some adult language and material that some audience members may
find unsettling.

Thursdays

Fridays

Saturdays

Sundays

April 24 &

April 25 &

April 26 &

April27 &

May 1 & 8 pm

May 2 & 8 pm

May 3 & 8 pm

May 4 &2 pm

Tickets are $10/general admission: $8/faculty and staff and $6/students and seniors.
Special group tickets are available. Tickets can be purchased through the Staller Center
Box Office at (631) 632-Arts.
For further information or to arrange for disability-relatedad group
o ridatiois
please contact the Department of Theatre Arts Marketing Office at (631) 632-7277..

Virain Escorts
by Ms.X
The media bombards us
with images and words. We
view these images as truth
But what if it was not the
truth? What if one could se
people's subconscious
thought? What if the
observer could change the
outcome and rewind time?
These concepts are
explored in Christine
Promin's Virgin Escorts. Th
story centers on an escorts
that falls in love with a mal<
virgin. Her work self and
social life collide when she
begins to date a police officer. She must decide whorr
she wants and how she car
get them. But no one is as
they seem in this comedy.
Ms. Promin's production
combines media in the forn
of video projection and
weaves it with text and
actors. The result is a montage of film and live theatre
Virgin Escorts can be seen
at the Spot on April 25th
anrd Anril 2th
SIIJormation

at R-3
on

PmDI

the

website:
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Rebel Daisy is brought to you courtesy of Steph Ruopp, Inc.
It is copywritten so don't try to copy her inimitable style!
You are welcome to chuckle though... or even laugh heratily.

Ads:
Apartment for Rent:

Historic East Seatuket
miles from campus Large, sunny, 1 bedroom apartment
includes kithcn, full bath, & use of laundry, pool and
jacuzzi. Off-street parking. 1 pet & smoking OK. $1,000
+ utilities for 1 ($1,100 + utilities for 2). Please call
Candy at 751-6976. Available 4/15.

Stressed out? Tired of studying?
Try Sahaja Yoga Meditation!!!
Weekly meetings
(free and open to all)
Time: Every Tuesday 7:00-8:15 PM
place: 304, Student Activities
Center
Organized by Sahaja Yoga Meditation
Club, SUNY at Stony Brook.
The Queer Alliance is proud to announce the

THIRD ANNUAL SIT OUT for QUEER
AWARENESS!

w

ristinepr

More information on the website: www.christinepromin.com/virginescorts
News and Blues
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Wednesday, April 30th, 12-2:30 (set up at 11:30)right NEAR
our regular location in the triangle of grass in
front of the SAC and Old
Chem. This will take place during Diversity Day
and Strawberry Festival
Events as always. Please consider helping man
a table or at least bringing
a blanket and catchin' some sun with us!

World Cup Cricket in Stony Brook
by Abhijit Sengupta
February and March proved to be exciting times
for many a soul on campus. The India Focus
Group in conjunction with the Indian Graduate
Student Association, for the very first time in the
history of Stony Brook, managed to broadcast the
month and a half long cricket world cup held in
South Africa. Of course, our friendly neighborhood
GSO sponsored the whole telecast. And also
thanks to some amazing effort on the part of some
IGSA members, the whole event proved to be a
grand success.
After endless negotiations, throughout which most
of us cricket fanatics had been waiting with our
fingers crossed, a single dish connection was
Sobtained for the Schomberg commons. Needless to
say, cricket lovers in Stony Brook would be grateful to the Campus Residences for allowing the use
of the common room at the oddest of hours. Each

match usually started at 3.00 AM in the morning
and lasted for nearly eight hours. For many of
them, crowds started sauntering in as early as 1.00
AM. A casual passerby, at the wee hours o these
mornings, would have enough reason to be a bit
frightened. All that one could make out from outside the Commons were bodies piled next to each
other in the dark, eyes wide open and a with a
weird glow over the faces!
Although a large part of the crowd were Indians,
there were lots of Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and in
some cases Australians and Jamaicans present too.
The turnout reached its peak twice - once on an
India vs. Pakistan match and then on the day of the
finals. The problem was crowd control. With the
timings being so unconventional, one could not
afford the slightest bit of noise. The risk of our not
so friendly neighborhood cops trying to nose in

CAMPUS AS COMMUNITY
Continued from page 1
Here are issues for non-Asian students to consider. Much of what happened in
the GSO revolved around funding for The Spot, a place Asian students don't
go, versus their struggle for cultural event funding. When Chinese students
tried to get a ping-pong table in The Spot, it was rejected for procedural reasons. Where was The Lounge committee saying, "Hey, we don't attract Asian
international students. What can we do to make The Spot a place for everyone?" Instead, they blew off the issue and made things worse.
On all sides too few people were willing to bridge cultural barriers to find
common ground. Before the dam bursts we ask everyone to think carefully
about the consequences. To American students - help make Stony Brook a
welcoming place. Look around and when something is not inclusive, ask why.

was very much there and hence the organizers had
to do their best to hush up the crowd at every
available opportunity. Needless to say, they did a
good job and for that matter the audience too were
largely very well behaved even under those
extreme passions which the games generated.
To the delight of many, India did reach the finals,
in their way to the top they did defeat arch rivals
Pakistan, but at the end gave the Cup up to the
eventual winners Australia. Great joy, equally great
disappointment, birth of new heroes, fall of old
ones, cheers and boos - it was all there in this one
heck of a month that passed. Some of us went
home with a tear or two, some went home with a
smile and some with a plain blank look, but all of
us had one thought in common. Thank goodness
we were all able to watch it!

Think about what would bring more students in. Sometimes it is as simple as
a ping-pong table. To Chinese students - get involved. Don't tear down a system you don't understand. Learn it and use it to make Stony Brook the inclusive place it should be.
All grad students pay their $40. Some get $80 worth and some get $20. Is that
fair? Yes. The activity fee was never meant to be tit for tat. It was meant to
build a community - where everyone has a voice, whereeveryone is included,
where those better off help those who are not, where more is possible because
resources are shared.
A vote against the activity fee is a selfish vote. It really says, "I only care
about myself." We ask that you vote to give Stony Brook the means to build a
better, more inclusive community. Vote yes for the mandatory activity fee.

GSO to be Charged $30,000 for relocation of our Lounge
To those of you first hearing of this story, read more on page 3 or ask your GSO representatives to the administrative negotiations, Christ ine
Promin or Angeliki Field Pollatou for a fuller explanation.
Last year, when the GSO had the audacity to ask for better ventilation for our graduate lounge - which could have easily induced an asthima
attack in a marathon runner - we were told that that location was "not good enough for such a proud university."
Hey, we agreed - we are worth more.
So, we were back to discussing the End of the Bridge as a potential replacement. This space had been offered by our graduate Dean Lawrence
Martin previously in 2000, so it didn't seem such mental stretch when George Meyer suggested it once again in May 2002.
Apparently, it was still "on the table" when our graduate student representatives missed a meeting - to which they were given little to no lotice at which time the administrators promptly took the EOB snazzy digs "Off the Table."
Underhanded, but that's just the beginning...
At the next meeting our representatives were told by our own Dean and the Vice President of Student Affairs that they "could close the Spot
tomorrow," and that an offer for 1,400 sq feet of the Union Ballroom "wouldn't be on the table for long - so [we] should take it while it's of fered."
To add weight to their threat, building contractorsiere sent over that week to the SPOT to take measurements for it's 6,000 sq feet to beSused
as STORAGE.
Now what storage could be more important than our graduate lounge you ask?
Storage for Tabler renovations to make a new "Media Living Learning Center" for the Undergrads. THAT's what.
Despite the administration's stance that graduates cannot take over the EOB for our new "home away from home" because it would dimirlish the
undergraduate facilities, they are willing to CLOSE down the only graduate lounge in order to make room for undergrads. Since graduate s make
up 1/3 of the population here and occupy only 12% of the recreational space on campus, you might find this strange... I do.
But the laughs keep on rolling apparently - NOW the GSO is expected to foot the tab for our own eviction! The committee assigned with the task
of working out the details of how our lounge would be relocated - expects the GSO to come up with $30,000 for renovations for the Unio n
Ballroom! Additionally, if the FSA is to help fund the "transition" - they're requiring we allow undergraduate cafeteria space to use our lourige during lunchtime. It would be funny if it weren't so tragically typical.
HOW our representatives could go along with such blatant abuse and misguidance is beyond me. I only hope to be present when they at temrpt
to pass this proposal via the Senate. If this passes we'll be giving $30,000 to something the University should be replacing since THEY are the
ones taking it for their purposes.
Mind you, the EOB would be capable of housing the graduates in a clean, easily accessible nice environment for a fraction of that cost, b>ut after
all - DON'T mention that... it's "off the table" after all!
The Graduate student activity funds should not be used to subsidize the University's objectives during financially difficult times. We've golt our
own financial struggles here with the cost of living given what we're paid. To take away one of the few things that can make this place mo)re
bearable - and then charge us to replace it - is ridiculous and reprehensible
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GSO Elections 2003-2004
Candidates' Statements
Guofeng Hou
Candidate for the GSO President

Chad Kautzer

Angeliki Field Pollatau
Candidate for GSO Vice President

Nitin C Pillai
Candidate for GSO Vice President

As the GSO secretary, I have represented the graduate
community in many ways. I helped in the formation of the
quality of life survey and I was the Survival Guide editor.
I also headed the negotiations for the new graduate cultural center. I represented the GSO on the Graduate
Council and the Student Life committee. My involvement
in several committees makes me confident that I will be
able to be a leader in the executive council. My goal is to
make the quality of life better for graduate students, unite
all graduate students and expand GSO's role in campus
academics.

I am a Masters student in the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engneering. I run for the post of Vice
President because I care about the benefits of all Graduate
students. I would like to contribute my efforts and make
GSO more sensitive to student concerns, more involved in
student activities and more effective in solving student problems. It is my goal to provide helpful and professional service
in a convenient and timely fashion. To all the people who
vote for me, I pledge to faithfully execute the duties of this
office in an honest fashion.

Nishant Dholakia
Candidate for GSO Secretary

Christopher La Barbera
Candidate for GSO Secretary

I am a graduate student of Management and Policy
standing for the position of Secretary of the GSO. I have
had to deal with certain issues that would not have arisen
if we were well represented. One of the factors for our
under representation is the hectic schedules that all of us
graduates face. I would like to make a proactive effort to
act on behalf of all graduate students. I believe that the
value of this university lies in its graduate students and I
would like to see to it that we get a fair share of representation.

As Speaker of the Senate since October (previously Senator
from Philosophy) and chair of the Rules and Constitution
Committee (RCC), I've been learning much about the inner
workings of the GSO over the past year. We've made leaps
and bounds in refining our procedure and Constitution, and
provided an open forum for graduate student voices from all
backgrounds. I hope to extend my commitment to the diversity of student voices, and the academic commitment GSO
provides our graduate community through programs like the
Resource Allocation Project (RAP) as GSO Secretary.

Candidate for the GSO President
I
have
been
a campus organizer for more years than I care
I am a Ph.D. student in the Department of Electrical &
to admit. Arriving as a new Philosphy Ph.D. student two
Computer Engineering. As a GSO member, I've been
years ago, I helped found the Social Justice Alliance and
participating in GSO Senate meetings and other commitnow serve as its President. Over those two years I have
tee meetings. I run for this on ice because I do care
about the benefits of all Graduate Students. We need a worked at strengthening the graduate student community by
organizing lecture series, teach-ins, and rallies as well as
strong advocate for our own issues, which need to be
pursuing coalition work with numerous student groups. As
improved most. If elected, I will soon start to work on
President I will vigorously defend student right-particularly
such issues like housing and low student-employee
those of international students-and promote student interests,
stipend, which were left unresolved for years. Most
importantly, I will try my best to promote the learning and including student housing, equal representation, a more unified GSO, and an active graduate student community.
understanding from different cultures and ethnicities.

Bryan Field
Candidate for GSO Treasurer

Yiping Han
Candidate for GSO Treasurer

Over the past year while serving as the Treasurer of the I am a 2nd year PhD student in the Dept. of Computer
GSO I have identified several challenges and opportuni- Science. With my experience as a treasurer in Student
ties that will confront graduate students in the coming
Committee in undergraduate school in China, and being quite
year, I feel that I am uniquely qualified to continue to
skilled in mathematics and computer, I'm confident to be a
serve as your Treasurer for the next year. With several good treasurer. If elected as the treasurer, I will try to make
critical transitions in the nature of how GSO finances will GSO' money works more efficient and let these money give
be working for us, a highly experienced and resourceful every GSO member more benefits. I'l! also focus on those
Treasurer is needed on the Executive Council. I believe I important problems for us, such as graduate salaries and
have the ability, drive, and ambition to effectively serve
apartment rents. I cannot promise I can solve these probas the GSO Treasurer and see the future of our organiza- Iems, but I'll do my best!
tion forward.
Elections coming up!!!! Check out your solar account in the week of April 21-25!!! VOTE VOTE VOTE
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